The purpose of this paper is to formulate and study a common refinement of a version of Stark's conjecture and its p-adic analogue, in terms of Fontaine's p-adic period ring and p-adic Hodge theory. We construct period-ring-valued functions under a generalization of Yoshida's conjecture on the transcendental parts of CMperiods. Then we conjecture a reciprocity law on their special values concerning the absolute Frobenius action. We show that our conjecture implies a part of Stark's conjecture when the base field is an arbitrary real field and the splitting place is its real place. It also implies a refinement of the Gross-Stark conjecture under a certain assumption. When the base field is the rational number field, our conjecture follows from Coleman's formula on Fermat curves. We also prove some partial results in other cases.
Introduction
Let K/F be an abelian extension of number fields, S a finite set of places. We assume that (a) S contains all infinite places of F and ramified places in K/F .
(b) S contains a distinguished place v which splits completely in K/F . We fix a place w of K lying above v.
(c) |S| ≥ 2.
We define the partial zeta function associated to S and σ ∈ Gal(K/F ) by ζ S (s, σ) := a⊂O F , (a,S)=1, (
where a runs over all integral ideals of F relatively prime to any prime ideals in S whose images under the Artin symbol ( K/F * ) is equal to σ. The assumptions (b), (c) imply ζ S (0, σ) = 0. Then a version of Stark's conjectures [St] , which is called the rank 1 abelian Stark conjecture, states that Conjecture 1. There exists an element ∈ K × satisfying that (i) If |S| > 2, then is a v-unit. If S = {v, v }, then is an S-unit and | | w is constant whenever w is a place of K lying above v .
(ii) log | σ | w = −W K ζ S (0, σ) (σ ∈ Gal(K/F )).
(iii) K( 1 W K )/F is an abelian extension.
Here W K denotes the number of roots of unity in K × .
In addition to (a), (b), (c) we assume that (d) F is a totally real field and v is a real place.
Then Conjecture 1 implies the following algebraicity property and reciprocity law:
In this paper, we call the element u(σ) = exp(ζ S (0, σ)) in the case (d) a Stark unit, (In fact, the element in Conjecture 1 is called a Stark unit in more general setting.) On the other hand, Gross conjectured the following p-adic analogue: we assume that, in addition to (a), (b), (c), (e) F is a totally real field, K is a CM-field.
(f) v is a finite place lying above a rational prime p.
(g) S contains all places of F lying above p.
Then there exists the p-adic interpolation function ζ S,p (s, σ) of ζ S (s, σ). Let R := S − {v}. There obviously exist W ∈ N and a v-unit ∈ K which satisfy log | σ | w = −W ζ S (0, σ) = −W ζ R (0, σ) log N v.
Here Conjecture 1 implies that we may take W := W K . Gross' conjecture states that Conjecture 2 ([Gr2, Conjecture 3.13]).
log p N Kw/Qp ( σ ) = −W ζ S,p (0, σ).
In this paper, we call exp p (ζ S,p (0, σ)), or its refinement given in [KY1] , a Gross-Stark unit. (Strictly speaking, a modified version of is often called a Gross-Stark unit.) We note that Dasgupta-Darmon-Pollack [DDP] proved Conjecture 2 under certain assumptions and Ventullo [Ve] removed those assumptions.
The aim of this paper is to study a common refinement of (a part of, or, a generalization of) these two conjectures, which is formulated in terms of a period-ring-valued function.
Here the period ring is in the sense of p-adic Hodge theory. The author believes that such an application of p-adic Hodge theory to this problem is a "brand new approach". Let C f be the narrow ray class group modulo f over a totally real field F . We denote by ∞ id , p id the real place, the finite place corresponding to fixed embeddings id : F → R, C p respectively. When p id divides f, we shall construct a period-ring-valued functions Γ(c) for c ∈ C f which takes values in Fontaine's p-adic period ring, assuming Conjecture 3 on the transcendental part of CM-periods. We see that Γ(c) is a "common refinement" of Stark units and Gross-Stark units in the following sense: let H be an abelian extension of F with φ H : C f → Gal(H/F ) the Artin map. By (6), (8), Proposition 6, we see that the product 
We also construct another period-ring-valued function Γ(c; D, a c ) when p id f. The relation between Γ(c) and Γ(c; D, a c ) is given in Proposition 7-(iv). Then we formulate Conjecture 4 on a reciprocity law on their special values, concerning the absolute Frobenius action on the p-adic period ring. As evidence for conjectures, we show that
• Conjectures 3, 4 imply the reciprocity law (1) on Stark units, up to a root of unity (Theorem 1).
• A strong version (35) of Conjecture 3 and Conjecture 4 imply certain refinements of Conjecture 2 (Theorem 2).
• When F = Q, p = 2, Conjecture 4 holds true (Theorem 3).
• When F = Q, p = 2, we prove a partial result (Theorem 4). In particular, if the narrow ray class field modulo f is abelian over Q and if p = (p) f or p | f, then Conjecture 4 holds true.
Here, when F = Q, Conjecture 3 and (35) follow from well-known facts on periods of Fermat curves. We note that each Stark unit and each Gross-Stark unit is expressed as a finite product of Γ(c)'s as in (2). Therefore Conjecture 4 on each Γ(c), Γ(c; D, a c ) is a non-trivial refinement of (1) and Conjecture 2. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In §2, we recall the definition and some properties of Yoshida's class invariant X(c) and its p-adic analogue X p (c): associated with each ideal class c ∈ C f , Yoshida [Yo] defined the invariant X(c) as a finite sum of log of Barnes' multiple gamma functions with certain correction terms. Yoshida and the author [KY1] defined its p-adic analogue X p (c) in a quite similar manner. Then both of Stark units and Gross-Stark units can be expressed in terms of the "ratios" [exp(X(c)) : exp p (X p (c))]. Such expressions were obtained in [Ka4] . In §3, we study some properties of CM-periods. Shimura's period symbol p K was defined by decomposing period integrals of abelian varieties with CM [Shim] . It can be expressed also as periods of motives associated with algebraic Hecke characters. Then we introduce (a slight generalization of) Yoshida's conjecture on the transcendental part of CM-periods in §4. Roughly speaking, for each c, the transcendental part of exp(X(c)) is given as a product of rational powers of CM-periods (Conjecture 3). In §5, we state the main results. First we define a p-adic analogue of Shimura's period symbol by using comparison isomorphisms of p-adic Hodge theory, as usual. Then, under Conjecture 3, we construct and study two types of periodring-valued function Γ(c), Γ(c; D, a c ), which take values in Fontaine's period ring. We formulate Conjecture 4 on the absolute Frobenius action on their special values, which is a common refinement of the reciprocity law (1) on Stark units, up to a root of unity, and Conjecture 2 of Gross. In §6, we show that Conjecture 4 holds true when F = Q, p = 2, which was essentially proved in [Ka2] by using Coleman's results in [Co] . We note that it was proved by using properties of periods and p-adic periods of Fermat curves, instead of using Euler's reflection formula Γ(z)Γ(1 − z) = π sin (πz) . Namely, we gave an alternative proof of a part of Stark's conjecture in the case F = Q. In §7, we also prove some partial results on Conjecture 4 in the case F = Q.
Yoshida's class invariant and its p-adic analogue
In this section, we recall the definitions of Yoshida's class invariant X(c) and its p-adic analogue X p (c). In particular, we introduce a relation between X(c), X p (c) and Stark units, Gross-Stark units.
Barnes' multiple gamma function and its p-adic analogue
We denote by R + the set of all positive real numbers, by C p the completion of algebraic closure Q p of Q p with p a rational prime, by |z| p = p −ordp(z) the p-adic absolute value of z ∈ C p . We regard any number field k as a subfield of Q, and fix embeddings Q → C, C p . In particular, id : k → C, C p are well-defined.
which is analytic at s = 0. Here we put (m 1 , . . . , m r ) t (v 1 , . . . , v r ) := m 1 v 1 + · · · + m r v r . We define Barnes' multiple gamma function as
Note that we slightly modified this definition from Barnes' one.
Then the p-adic multiple zeta function ζ p (s, v, z) is characterized by
Here
denotes the group of all roots of unity of prime-to-p order) are unique group homomorphisms satisfying
We define the p-adic log multiple gamma function as
(iii) Let log p be Iwasawa's p-adic log function:
We fix a group homomorphism
which coincides with the usual power series
on a neighborhood of 0. In particular we see that exp p (log p (z)) ≡ p −ordp(z) z modulo the roots of unity.
For details concerning Barnes' functions or their p-adic analogues, see [Yo, Chap. I, §1] or [Ka1] respectively. For the latter one, we presented a short survey also in [Ka4, §2] .
Definition of X(c), X p (c)
Let F be a totally real field of degree n, Hom(F, R) the set of all real embeddings of F . We identify F,R) and define the totally positive part of F ⊗ Q R as
We denote by O, O + , E + the ring of integers of F , the set of all totally positive elements in O, the group of all totally positive units in F , respectively. By [Shin, Proposition 4] , there always exists a fundamental domain of (F ⊗ Q R) + /E + which has good properties in the following sense.
Definition 2. (i) Let v 1 , . . . , v r ∈ O + be linearly independent as elements in R n . Then we define the cone with basis v := (v 1 , . . . , v r ) by
(ii) We call a fundamental domain D of (F ⊗ Q R) + /E + a Shintani domain if it can be expressed as a finite disjoint union of cones with basis in O + ; namely, we can write
where J is a finite set of indices, r(j) ∈ N.
Let f be an integral ideal of F . We denote by C f the narrow ray class group modulo f. We fix the following data:
• For each c ∈ C f , we take an integral ideal a c of F satisfying a c f ∈ π(c), where
is the natural projection.
• For each prime ideal q of F , we choose a generator π q ∈ O + of the principal ideal q We define
which is a finite set. Then Yoshida's class invariant associated with the ideal class c ∈ C f is defined as the sum of three invariants (for details, see [Yo, Chap. III, ]. The W -term is slightly modified in [KY1, (4. 3)], [Ka3, §2] ):
where we put
We omit the detailed definition of V (c; D, a c ) (= V (c) in [Yo, Chap. III, (3. 
Next, let p be a rational prime. We define the prime ideal
corresponding to the p-adic topology on F induced by id :
Here we take the same elements π q , a i , i as those for 
do not depend on the choices of data D, a c , π q (and exp p ). Here we put E
On the other hand, X(c), X p (c) highly depend on the choice of the embeddings id : F → R, C p respectively.
We shall use the following proposition repeatedly.
Proposition 1 ([KY1, (5.8), (5.9), and comments after (5.7)]). Let f be an integral ideal, q a prime ideal, φ : C fq → C f the natural projection. When q f, we denote by [q] ∈ C f the ideal class of q. We fix c ∈ C f and assume that q | a c . Then we have
Additionally assume that p | f. Then we have
Relation to Stark units, Gross-Stark units
We introduce some results in [Ka4] . Let the notation be as in the previous subsection. We assume that p divides f.
Then the ratio 
for other data D , a c , π q . In [Ka4, Remark 6] we rewrite the following two statements by using these ratios:
• The reciprocity law (1) on Stark units, up to µ ∞ .
• A refinement [KY1, Conjecture A ] of Gross' conjecture (Conjecture 2).
We denote by H f the narrow ray class field modulo f. For an intermediate field H of H f /F , we consider the Artin map
First assume that the real place associated with id : F → R splits completely in H/F . Then the reciprocity law (1) implies that we have for σ ∈ Gal(H/F )
since [Ka4, ] states that
for S := {infinite places} ∪ {prime ideals dividing f}. Here the precise definition of
is as follows: [Ka4, Theorem 4] implies that there exist (σ, D, {a c }) ∈ E + , N ∈ N, which depend on D, a c , π q , but not on p dividing f, satisfying
Then we put
by using the same data D, a c , π q . Next assume that H is a CM-field and p splits completely in H/F . We consider the prime ideal P H corresponding to id : H → C p and take a generator α H of the principal ideal P h H H with h H the class number of H. Let f 0 be the prime-to-p part of f, φ H,0 : C f 0 → Gal(H/F ) the Artin map. We put
Yoshida and the author conjectured a refinement [KY1, Conjecture A ] of Conjecture 2, which is equivalent to the following statement by [Ka4, , Remark 6].
In this case, we can show that c∈φ
+ with r ∈ Q as follows: let t := ord p f. For simplicity, assume that p t | a c for each c ∈ C f . Then, by using Proposition 1 t-times, we obtain
Here, in the right-hand side, we take a c associated with c ∈ C f whose image under the natural projection C f → C f 0 is equal to c. Moreover [Ka4, Lemma 1] implies that
Hence we see that
Furthermore, we reduce the ambiguity of (7): since p splits completely in H/F , we have (
Therefore (7) is equivalent to
since ker log p is generated by all rational powers of p and µ ∞ .
Shimura's period symbol
In this section, we recall the definition and some properties of Shimura's period symbol p K . For later use, we give an explicit relation (Proposition 2) between p K and periods of motives associated with algebraic Hecke characters.
Definition by abelian varieties with CM
For a number field K, we denote by I K (resp. I K,Q ) the free Z-module (the Q-vector space) formally generated by all complex embeddings of K:
We regard each subset S of Hom(K, C) as an element in I K or I K,Q by S ↔ ι∈S ι. Since we fixed id :
Definition 3. Let K be a CM-field. We define a Z-bilinear map
For each CM-type Ξ of K, we take an abelian variety A Ξ defined over Q with CM of type (K, Ξ) and put
Here ω ι denotes a non-zero holomorphic differential form of A Ξ defined over Q satisfying
We take a closed path γ of A Ξ (C) which satisfies γ ω ι = 0.
(ii) Assume that Ξ ∈ I K satisfies Ξ + ρ • Ξ = wHom(K, C) with w ∈ Z. Then we take CM types Ξ j and integers n j satisfying Ξ = l j=1 n j Ξ j and put
where
In particular, by (11), the symbol p K was "normalized" so that it satisfies
By [Shim, Theorems 32.2, 32.4, 32 .5], we see that
depend on the choices of Ξ j , n j , A Ξ , γ, ω ι . We extend this linearly to
We consider the Lefschetz motive Q(−1). Since a polarization of A Ξ induces a correspondence
we have
Here, when ι ∈ ρ • Ξ, we take a non-zero differential form ω ι of the second kind which is also characterized by (10). For a proof, see [Sc, Chap. 2, (1.5.4) ]. Hence we may replace the definition (9) of p K (ι, Ξ) with
Motives associated with algebraic Hecke characters
We rewrite the definition of p K , in terms of motives associated with algebraic Hecke characters. The relation between periods of abelian variety with CM and those of such motives seems to be well-known for experts ([Bl1] , [Sc, Chap. 4, §1] ). Let k be a number field, χ an algebraic Hecke character of k, K a number field satisfying χ(a) ∈ K for any integral ideal a of k relatively prime to the conductor of χ. We say that a motive M defined over k with coefficients in K is associated with χ if rank K M = 1 and it satisfies
We denote such a motive by M (χ). We consider the de Rham isomorphism between the Betti realization (associated with id ∈ Hom(k, C)) and the de Rham realization:
We take the basis c b , c dr of each space:
Let Per(ι, χ) be its ι ∈ Hom(K, C) component:
, the symbol Per(ι, χ) also satisfies the "linearity property" ( [Sc, Chap. 2, (1.8. 3)]):
In particular, we see that Per(ι, χ) mod Q × depends only on ι and the infinity type of χ.
since we have
for any Artin character χ by [Sc, Chap. 2, (3.2.4), (3.2. 3)], where k ab denotes the maximal abelian extension of k.
Let L be a number field satisfying that L/Q is normal and
, which provides the linear map
Here ι −1 ∈ Hom(L, C) is well-defined since L/Q is normal. Let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field k with CM of type (K, Ξ). We consider the associated algebraic Hecke character χ A of k. We may assume that k/Q is normal and K ⊂ k. Then the infinity type of χ A is equal to Ξ * k by [Shim, Theorem 19.8] 
Let ι, ι ∈ Hom(K, C). We take χ whose infinity type is equal to
If we write ι − ρ • ι = l j=1 n j Ξ j with integers n j , CM-types Ξ j , then we see that
Therefore we have by (14), (16)
The above argument provides an alternative proof of well-definedness of p K modulo Q × .
Moreover we can reduce the ambiguity: let χ wι be an algebraic Hecke character of ι (K) whose infinity type is equal to w(ι −1 − ρ • ι −1 ) with w ∈ N. By taking a large enough w, we may assume that χ wι (a) ∈ K. Then the field of definition and the field of coefficients of M (χ wι ) are ι (K) and K respectively. When ι (K) ⊂ k, the algebraic Hecke character
The following proposition follows from (15), (19), (20) and the linearity of symbols p K , Per.
. We note that r ι = 0 when ι(K) = K. We take an integer w and an algebraic Hecke character χ wΞ of K satisfying that
• χ wΞ (a) ∈ K for a relatively prime to the conductor of χ wΞ .
We define Per(
depends only on ι, Ξ. Here K ab denotes the maximal abelian extension of K and we
(ii) We have
Yoshida's conjecture on the transcendental part
Let F be a totally real field, C f the narrow ray class group modulo f. We assume that (F, f) = (Q, (1)), or equivalently, ord s=0 c∈C f ζ(s, c) = |{infinite places of F } ∪ {prime ideals dividing f}| − 1 ≥ 1. We denote by s ι ∈ C f the "complex conjugation" at ι ∈ Hom(F, R): namely we take an element ν ι ∈ O satisfying
and put
Strictly speaking, s ι is the ideal class corresponding to the complex conjugation at ι ∈ Hom(F, R) via the Artin map (for a proof, see [Yo, Chap. III, the first paragraph of §5.1]). We consider two subgroups s ι , s ι s ι of C f generated by all complex conjugations s ι (ι ∈ Hom(F, R)), all products s ι s ι of all pairs of complex conjugations (ι, ι ∈ Hom(F, R)), respectively. Yoshida formulated a conjecture [Yo, Chap. III, Conjecture 3.9 ] which expresses any value of Shimura's period symbol p K in terms of exp(X(c))'s. The following is its slight generalization.
Here H CM denotes the maximal CM-subfield of the narrow ray class field
In order to explain the difference between [Ka3, Conjecture 5.5] and the above one, we prove the following proposition: Proposition 3-(i) implies that [Ka3, Conjecture 5.5 ] is equivalent to (21). By Proposition 3-(ii), we see that (22) is a natural complement of (21).
Proposition 3. Let H f /F , s ι ∈ C f (ι ∈ Hom(F, R)) be as above.
(i) The following are equivalent:
Furthermore, when s ι s ι s ι , the maximal CM-subfield H CM corresponds to s ι s ι via the class field theory.
(ii) When s ι = s ι s ι , we have ζ(0, c) = 0 for any c ∈ C f . Proof. (i) Note that the maximal totally real subfield of H f corresponds to s ι via the class field theory. Let H be the subfield of H f corresponding to s ι s ι . Then H is the maximal subfield where all complex conjugations coincide (note that s ι s ι = s ι s −1 ι ). Therefore s ι s ι s ι means that the unique complex conjugation on H is not trivial, that is, H is the maximal CM-subfield.
(ii) It suffices to show that any character χ of C f is not totally odd (i.e., L(0, χ) = 0). Assume that χ(s ι ) = −1 for all ι ∈ Hom(F, R). If s ι = s ι s ι , then we can write s ι = s ι 1 · · · s ι 2k , so we have χ(s ι ) = (−1) 2k = 1. This is a contradiction.
When F = Q, any H f is a CM-field, so (21) of Conjecture 3 is equivalent to Conjecture [Yo, Chap. III, Conjecture 3.9] . In this case, Yoshida [Yo, Chap. III, Theorem 2.6 ] proved that it follows from the following Rohrlich's formula in [Gr1, Theorem in Appendix] : Consider nth Fermat curve F n : x n + y n = 1. Then each simple factor of its Jacobian variety has CM by Q(ζ n ) and η r,s := x r y n−s dx x (0 < r, s < n, r + s = n) are its differential forms of the second kind. Then we have for any closed path γ of
On the other hand, (22) of Conjecture 3 follows from Euler's reflection formula
Yoshida also provided numerical examples [Yo, Chap. III, §4] in the case F = Q. We add one more example.
, which is a non-abelian CM-field of degree 4. We define σ ∈ Hom(K, C) by σ( 2 √ 5 − 26) := − −2 √ 5 − 26 and denote the complex conjugation by ρ. Then Hom(K, C) = {id, ρ, σ, ρ • σ}. The following curve is in the list of [BS] , whose Jacobian variety has CM by K of CM-type (K, {id, σ}).
In fact, we see that Here we used Maple's command periodmatrix. Next, define C by replacing √ 41 with − √ 41. We see that its Jacobian variety CM of CM-type (K, {id, ρ • σ}) and that By (9), (12), we obtain
On the other hand, K is abelian over F := Q( √ 5) with the conductor f := (
). We easily see that
Then Conjecture 3 in this case states that
In fact, we found numerically that
A reciprocity law
In this section, we define two types of period-ring-valued functions and conjecture a reciprocity law on their special values. We also study a relation between Stark's conjecture, Gross' conjecture and this reciprocity law.
5.1 A p-adic analogue of Shimura's period symbol p-adic analogues of p K were also studied in [dS] , [Gi] , [KY2] . For an abelian variety A defined over Q, we consider the following comparison isomorphisms in the sense of p-adic Hodge theory developed by many mathematicians (for example, [Fo1] , [Fo2] , [Fa] , [Ts] ): let B dR , B cris be Fontaine's p-adic period rings. We have
Here we denote by H B , H p,ét and H dR , the singular cohomology group, the p-adicétale cohomology group and the de Rham cohomology group respectively. We consider the composite map
which is a p-adic analogue of the de Rham isomorphism
Additionally we have the duality
between the singular cohomology group H 1 B and the singular homology group H 1 . Hence we obtain the p-adic period integral
which is a p-adic analogue of usual period integral
If A has CM, then it has potentially good reduction, so we see that
Here B cris Q p denotes the composite ring of B cris and Q p in B dR . Let Q(−1) be the Lefschetz motive. Similarly to (26), (25), we obtain
Taking a non-zero element c ∈ H B (Q(−1)), we define the p-adic counterpart (2πi) p ∈ B cris of 2πi by
Then, for a CM-field K, we define a Q-bilinear map (14) with
On the other hand, by the results in [Bl2] , we obtain the following comparison isomorphisms of motives: let M (χ) be a motive associated with an algebraic Hecke character χ of k, K the field of coefficients of M (χ). We denote by P the prime ideal of k corresponding to the p-adic topology, by k P the P-adic completion of k, W (k P ) the ring of Witt vectors over the residue field of k P . We denote by H cris the crystalline realization. Then we have
For details, see [KY2, §2] . Combining these isomorphisms, we obtain
Taking the same basis
By replacing 2πi, p K , Per with (2πi) p , p K,p , Per p respectively, we obtain a p-adic counterpart of (19). In particular we see that
is well-defined. We also generalize some results in [Shim] as follows.
Proposition 4. Let the notation be as in the definition of p K , p K,p . We denote by µ ∞ the group of all roots of unity.
(i) For each CM type Ξ, the ratio
does not depend on the choices of A Ξ , γ, ω ι . In particular, the bilinear map
Here we assume that we take the same Ξ j , n j , A Ξ , γ, ω ι when we define
(ii) For ι, ι ∈ Hom(K, C), we have
(iii) Let φ : K → φ(K) be an isomorphism between CM-fields. Then for ι, ι ∈ Hom(K, C) we have
(iv) Let K ⊂K be an extension of CM-fields. Then forι ∈ Hom(K, C), ι ∈ Hom(K, C) we have
Proof. (i) The first assertion follows by the same argument used in the proof of [Shim, Theorem 32 .2- (1)]. The ambiguity up to µ ∞ occurs when we take a rational power of γ ω ι or γ,p ω ι .
(ii) The correspondence (13) implies
Hence, by (18) (and l j=1 n j = 0), we can write
(iii), (iv) follow by the same argument used in the proof of [Shim, , (4),
].
By replacing 2πi, p K , Per with (2πi) p , p K,p , Per p respectively, we also obtain a p-adic counterpart of Proposition 2. Moreover we have
Per(ι, χ wΞ )
where Ξ = ι∈Aut(K) r ι · ι and χ wΞ are as in Proposition 2. For later use, we prepare a proposition concerning the absolute Frobenius action on p-adic periods.
Definition 4. Let k/Q p be a finite extension, P the prime ideal of k. We denote by k ur ⊂ Q p the maximal unramified extension of k, by Frob P ∈ Gal(k ur /k) the Frobenius automorphism. The Weil group W k is defined as the group of all τ ∈ Gal(Q p /k) satisfying
Associated to τ ∈ W k , we define a τ -semilinear action
where Φ cris denotes the absolute Frobenius action on B cris .
Proposition 5 ([KY2, (3.5)]). Let χ be an algebraic Hecke character of a number field k. We take M (χ), K as above, and define Per p (ι, χ) ∈ B cris Q p (ι ∈ Hom(K, C)) for any basis c b ∈ H B (M (χ)), c dr ∈ H dR (M (χ)). Let P be the prime ideal corresponding to the p-adic topology on k. Assume that χ is unramified at P. Then we have for τ ∈ W k P with
Additionally, let Ξ χ be the infinity type of χ, π P a generator of P h k with h k the class number. Then we have
Here for Ξ = ι∈Hom(k,C) n ι · ι ∈ I k , α ∈ k, we put Ξ(α) := ι ι(α) nι as usual.
Proof. Although the assertion follows from [KY2, (3.5)], we provide a proof since there are some differences of notation. We can rewrite (27) in terms of the comparison isomorphism between the p-adicétale cohomology group and the crystalline cohomology group:
which is consistent with the absolute Frobenius action:
Here we regard
We note that
• The absolute Frobenius acts trivially on H p,ét (M (χ)).
• Φ deg P cris
Then we have for τ ∈ W k P with deg P τ = 1
Then the first assertion follows. Let l ∈ N satisfy π l P ≡ 1 modulo the conductor of χ. Then we see that
Hence the second assertion is clear. 
A period-ring-valued function
We construct two kinds of period-valued functions Γ(c), Γ(c; D, a c ) under assuming Conjecture 3 holds true in this subsection. By (6), (8) and Proposition 6 below, we see that Γ(c) is a "common refinement" of Stark units and Gross-Stark units. Let the notation be as in the previous sections: let F be a totally real field, C f the narrow ray class group modulo f, s ι ∈ C f the complex conjugation at ι ∈ Hom(F, R), D a Shintani domain of F . For each c ∈ C f , we take an integral ideal a c of F satisfying a c f ∈ π(c) with π : C f → C (1) . For each prime ideal q, we fix a totally positive generator π q of q h + F with h + F the narrow class number. We denote by H CM the maximal CM-subfield of the narrow ray class field H f modulo f, if it exists. For an intermediate field H of H f /F , we denote by φ H : C f → Gal(H/F ) the Artin map. We denote by ∞ id , p := p id the places corresponding to id : F → R, id : F → C p respectively. Definition 5. We put for * = ∅, p
Under Conjecture 3, we define two types of period-ring-values functions which take values in
well-defined up to µ ∞ , as follows.
(i) Assume that p f. Then we put
Strictly speaking, Γ(c; D, a c ) mod µ ∞ depends also on the choices of π q 's.
(ii) Assume that p | f. Then we put c; D, a c ) ) .
Proposition 6. We put S := {infinite places of F } ∪ {prime ideals dividing f}. Assume that
Then the "period part" of c∈φ
In particular, when p | f and when ∞ id or p splits completely in H/F , we have
Proof. First we note that
. We assume that s ι s ι s ι (otherwise there is nothing to prove since P * (c) = 1). Then by Proposition 4-(iii) we have
Art(c),
By assumption, we have ζ S (0, σ) = 0, c∈φ
Hence the assertion is clear.
Proposition 7. Let f be an integral ideal, q a prime ideal, φ :
(ii) When p | f, we have
(iv) When p f, q = p, q | a c , we have
Proof. (i) In this proof, H CM,f denotes the subfield of H f corresponding to s ι s ι via the class field theory, even if it is not a CM-field. Let Art f : C f → Gal(H CM,f /F ) be the Artin map. We easily see that
where Inf denotes the inflation map:
Since we can write
we see that
where we drop the term (1 − Art f ([q])) when q | f. First assume that s ι s ι s ι in C f , i.e., both H CM,f and H CM,fq are CM-fields. By Proposition 4-(iii), (iv), (30), (32) we can write for * = ∅, p
Art fq (c ))
We drop the terms (
−1 ) when q | f. Then the assertion follows. Next, assume that s ι s ι s ι in C fq and that s ι = s ι s ι in C f . It suffices to show that
which follows from Proposition 6. When s ι = s ι s ι in C fq , the assertion is trivial.
(ii), (iii), (iv) follow from (i), (31), Proposition 1.
Conjecture on a reciprocity law
Let F, C f , D, a c , π q , p be as in the previous subsection. We consider the τ -semilinear action Φ τ on B cris Q p associated with τ ∈ W Fp defined in Definition 4 and (B cris Q p − {0})
Q /µ ∞ -valued functions Γ(c; D, a c ), Γ(c) defined in Definition 5. In particular
Conjecture 4. Let τ ∈ W Fp . We assume that Conjecture 3 holds true for F .
Here [p] ∈ C f denotes the ideal class of p, φ : C fp → C f the natural projection.
(
Here c τ ∈ C f denotes the ideal class corresponding to τ | H f via the Artin map:
Proposition 8. The truth of Conjecture 4 does not depend on the choices of D, a c , π q .
Proof. For (ii), the assertion is trivial since Γ(c) mod µ ∞ does not depend on any choice.
. We need to show that the variations of
coincide modµ ∞ when we replace D, a c , π q . By (4), the variation of exp(X([p]c; D, pa c )) is a rational power of an element in E + , which is fixed underτ (up to µ ∞ ). Therefore, when we consider the variation, we may dropτ of the former one. Then it becomes ; D, a c ) ) by Proposition 1. Hence the assertion follows from (5).
Remark 2. Conjecture 4-(i) and Conjecture 4-(ii) are consistent with each other in the following sense: Let c ∈ C fp with p f, φ : C fp → C f the natural projection. We assume that p | a c . Then Proposition 7-(iv) states that
, the left-hand side changes to
Conjecture 4-(i) implies that the right-hand side changes to
which is, by Proposition 7-(iv) again, equal to
Noting that {c τc ∈ C fp | φ(c) = c} = {c ∈ C fp | φ(c) = [p]c}, we obtain (33) = (34).
Relation to the reciprocity law on Stark's units
In this subsection, we prove that Conjecture 4 is a refinement of the reciprocity law (1) on Stark's units. Let C f , H f be the narrow ray class group, the narrow ray class field, modulo f over a totally real field F , as in previous subsections. Let H be an intermediate field of H f /F , φ H : C f → Gal(H/F ) the Artin map. We denote by ∞ id the real place corresponding to id : F → R.
Theorem 1. Conjectures 3, 4 imply (6).
Proof. Assume that ∞ id splits completely in H/F , i.e., s id ∈ ker φ H . Then we can write
By Proposition 4-(ii), Conjecture 3 implies the algebraicity of the right-hand side. In the following of this proof, we vary a prime ideal p of F . Simultaneously, we vary a rational prime p and an embedding id : F → C p satisfying id induces p. In particular we regard the Weil group W Fp as a subgroup of the decomposition group D p ⊂ Gal(Q/F ) at p. Then it suffices to show that (6) for τ ∈ W Fp follows form Conjecture 4 for p. First assume that p | f. By Proposition 6 we have
Then (6) follows from Conjecture 4-(ii) since Φ τ is τ -semilinear. Next, assume that p f. By Proposition 6 again we have
Hence, when deg p τ = 1, Conjecture 4-(i) implies that
whereφ H : C fp → Gal(H/F ) denotes the Artin map. Concerning X p (c; D, a c ), we take a c associated with the ideal class c ∈ C f satisfying that the image ofc ∈ C fp under the natural projection is equal to [p]c. It suffices to show that
for a prime ideal q dividing f lying above a rational prime q. By Proposition 1, the right-hand side is equal to
which does not depend on the prime ideal q dividing fp by [Ka4, Theorem 4] . Then the assertion is clear.
Relation to refinements of Gross' conjecture in [KY1], [KY2]
Yoshida and the author formulated conjectures concerning X p (c) also in [KY1] , [KY2] .
In [KY1] , we formulated a conjecture [KY1, Conjecture A ] equivalent to (8), which is a refinement of Conjecture 2 by Gross. In [KY2] , we rewrite and generalize this conjecture in terms of the symbol Q (i) defined by [KY2, (4. 2)]: roughly speaking, [KY2] focuses on the absolute Frobenius action on H cris (M (χ)), whereas this paper focuses on the absolute Frobenius action on the p-adic period of M (χ). (Moreover [KY2, Conjecture Q] is a statement mod(K × ) Q , not modµ ∞ .) These are consistent with each other under the following further refinement (35) of Conjecture 3. In particular, as we shall see in Theorem 2 below, Conjecture 4-(i) and (35) imply (8).
Let the notation be as in Conjecture 3. We put
and take χ wΞ as in Proposition 2. By (29) we can rewrite
In this subsection, we assume that we can take χ wΞ satisfying
When F = Q, the assumption (35) also follows from Rohrlich's formula (23).
Example 2. Example 1 is a supporting evidence of not only Conjecture 3, but also the assumption (35): Let χ be an algebraic Hecke character of K = Q( 2 √ 5 − 26) whose infinity type is w(id − ρ). Let F 0 := Q( √ 41), which is the maximal totally real subfield of the reflex field. Then we see that
⊗w as a motive defined over KF 0 , with coefficients in K. We note that
is fixed under the conjugation map of F 0 , that is, ω id ⊗ ω id ∈ H dR (M (χ)), although each ω id , ω id is defined only over KF 0 . Hence we have
Therefore the numerical example (24) satisfies the assumption (35).
Under the assumption (35), the absolute Frobenius action on H cris (M (χ wΞ )) coincides with that on the p-adic period of M (χ wΞ ): let P be the prime ideal of H CM corresponding to the p-adic topology, π P a generator of P h with h the class number of H CM . Let τ ∈ W (H CM ) P with deg P τ = 1, c ∈ C f with p f. Under the assumption (35), Proposition 5 implies
Per(Art(c), χ wΞ )
It follows that
Hence it suffices to show that
On the right-hand side, the "period part" of c∈φ
Therefore the problem is reduced to
showing that
H,0 (σ). Since the right-hand side is equal to
the assertion follows from Proposition 1.
Remark 3. Conjecture 4-(ii) is also consistent with (8) in the following sense: assume that p | f and that p splits completely in H/F as in (8). Then by Proposition 6 we have
Hence Conjecture 4-(ii) implies
Note that (8) implies that it holds true for any τ ∈ Gal(Q/F ), not only for τ ∈ W Fp ⊂ Gal(Q/F ).
6 The case when F = Q
In this section, we prove the following theorem. We note that the assumption (35), which is a strong version of Conjecture 3, follows from Rohrlich's formula (23) in the case F = Q.
Theorem 3. When F = Q, p = 2, Conjecture 4 holds true.
This theorem was essentially proved in [Ka2] by using Coleman's results [Co] on the absolute Frobenius action on Fermat curves. Let F = Q, f = (m) with m ∈ N. Then we see that
We put for r ∈ N with (r, m) = 1 
Here m 0 denotes the prime-to-p part of an integer m, Here α ∈ (0, 1) denotes the fraction part of α ∈ Q − Z and we put for α, β ∈ Q with α, β, α ].
Proposition 9. Assume that 0 < r, s < m, r + s = m, (r, s, r + s, m) = 1. Then we have
Proof. Assume that (r, m) = d. Then by Proposition 4-(iii), (iv) we see that When p m, by [Ka2, Remark 4 .5], we have
where φ : C (pm/dr) → C (m/dr) denotes the natural projection. We put
Then the case p m can be rewritten into
. (40) Now we derive the desired formula ) .
Then the assertion of Theorem 3 is clear.
7 Partial results when F = Q
In this section, we prove the following partial result on Conjectures 3, 4.
Theorem 4. Let notations be as in Definition 5, Conjecture 4, and the assumption (35).
the Artin map, and σ ∈ Gal(K/F ). Assume that
• There exists f ∈ N satisfying f = (f ).
• K is abelian over Q.
Then under some additional assumptions, our conjectures holds true if we add c∈φ
to both sides, as follows.
(i) Concerning Conjecture 3, we have
The same is true for the assumption (35): for a suitable χ wΞ , we have
(ii) Concerning Conjecture 4-(i), we additionally assume that p = 2 and that p remains prime in F . Then we have for τ ∈ W Fp with deg p τ = 1
(iii) Concerning Conjecture 4-(ii), we additionally assume that p = 2. Then we have for
In particular, if H f /Q is abelian, then Conjecture 3 and the assumption (35) hold true. Additionally assume that p = 2 and that p = pO F f or p | f. Then Conjecture 4 also holds true.
Proof. Assume that f = (f ) with f ∈ N and that an intermediate field K of H f /F is abelian over Q. Then F is also abelian over Q. We put G := Gal(K/Q), H := Gal(K/F ) and denote byĜ,Ĥ the groups of all characters of G, H respectively. For χ ∈Ĥ, we consider the prime-to-f part of the L-function:
Strictly speaking, we χ(c) := χ(φ K (c)). Let d be the least common multiple of f and the conductor of K/Q,
Then we have
where we put r(c, σ) :=
Recall that Conjecture 3 in the case F = Q follows from Rohrlich's formula (23). Then we have
The sum of the exponents of 2πi in (44) is equal to
r(c, σ)ζ(0, c) = 
We easily see that 
where Inf : I K,Q → I Q(ζ d ),Q denotes the inflation map. Combining the above, we obtain
exp(ζ (0, c))
Here the last equality follows from Propositions 4-(iv), 4-(iii). Hence, by a similar argument to that in the previous paragraph, we obtain for τ ∈ W Fp with deg p τ = 1, where two canonical maps C fp → C f , C (dp) → C (d) are denoted by the same symbol φ. We dropped the symbols D, a c in the case F = Q. Note that Theorem 3 implies that |H| .
For p-adic invariants, we consider the p-adic interpolation of the prime-to-p part of (42): L dp (0, ψ 2 ).
Since G/H = Gal(F/Q) is the cyclic group generated by Frob p , we have
L dp (0, ψ 2 ) = Now the assertion follows from (48).
